Mesoscale behavior study of collector aggregations in a wet dust scrubber.
In order to address the bottleneck problem of low fine-particle removal efficiency of self-excited dust scrubbers, this paper is focused on the influence of the intermittent gas-liquid two-phase flow on the mesoscale behavior of collector aggregations. The latter is investigated by the application of high-speed dynamic image technology to the self-excited dust scrubber experimental setup. The real-time-scale monitoring of the dust removal process is provided to clarify its operating mechanism at the mesoscale level. The results obtained show that particulate capturing in self-excited dust scrubber is provided by liquid droplets, liquid films/curtains, bubbles, and their aggregations. Complex spatial and temporal structures are intrinsic to each kind of collector morphology, and these are considered as the major factors controlling the dust removal mechanism of self-excited dust scrubbers. For the specific parameters of gas-liquid two-phase flow under study, the evolution patterns of particular collectors reflect the intrinsic, intermittent, and complex characteristics of the temporal structure. The intermittent initiation of the collector and the air hole formation-collapse cyclic processes provide time and space for the fine dust to escape from being trapped by the collectors. The above mesoscale experimental data provide more insight into the factors reducing the dust removal efficiency of self-excited dust scrubbers. This paper focuses on the reconsideration of the capturer aggregations of self-excited dust scrubbers from the mesoscale. Complex structures in time and space scales exist in each kind of capturer morphology. With changes of operating parameters, the morphology and spatial distributions of capturers diversely change. The change of the capturer over time presents remarkable, intermittent, and complex characteristics of the temporal structure.